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This paper uses a

of 30 year old male

from the 1990

Census PUMS data to explore the effects that age of arrival and ethnic capital have on the
standard of living of immigrants. It finds that both time of arrival and ethnic capital affect
Imrmgrants standard of livingthrough a set of interaction effects and indirect effects. In
particular, immigrants who arrive

as

children enjoy greater returns to human capital

investments than immigrants who arrive as young adults. Moreover, immigrants who
arrive as children are affected less than young adult immigrants by the ethnic capital of
the group that they join in the United States. Further, age of arrival and ethnic capital are
found to have indirect effects on immigrants' standard of living through their influence
on educational attainment and language proficiency. (115, J61)
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25%
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45%

12%
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"'High Ethnic Capital is defined as ethnic capital greater than O. Low Ethnic Capital is
defined as ethnic capital less than O.
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model indicates that immigrants who came
almost 34 pel'cellt
have a
their twentieth birthday, after
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However, after controlling for intervening variables in
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decrease by nearly 50 percent. The coefficients remain statistically
Sl�:n111c:::mt. The coefficients to each of the three intervening variables are
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on
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and EARLY
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VERYWELL
Constant

EARLY

COLLEGE

.467
(69.59)

.3 94

.364

.049

.019

.061

.489
(42.00)
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-.055
1)
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.055
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The
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variables. Each
background and
cot::rUClel1t to the background variables
in
"overall model" presented in Table 4. The indirect effects in Table
effects minus the direct effects.
6 are the
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TABLE 6-Total, Direct and Indirect Effects of Background
and EARLY on
Variables
(t-statistics in parentheses)

and
indirect effect of each background variable on LN(POVRATIO)
is partitioned into three components, as each background
operate through three intervening variables. Since there are
effects for each background variable and two background variables,
are a total of six indirect effect components in our model. Each is
as the product of the coefficient to the background variable
"'"'VJ.ul-'
in Table 5
in the appropriate auxiliary
the
intervening variable coefficient from the overall model in Table 4.
,"''1"11· ''' t
Table 7 presents the
indirect
The most
indirect paths through which background variables affect
are the immigrant's proficiency with English
For
amvmg as a
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VERYWELL

COLLEGE

Variable

EARLY

.011

.004

.024

.114

.048

-.022

7073

7073

the effects of age of arrival
ethnic
on the
This
Using a sample of 30 year old male
standard of
Immllgrants from the 1990 Census
we
both time
of
and ethnic capital affect an immigrant's
of
tnr�()Ui:l�h a set of interaction effects (Section
and indirect effects
(Section
These findings add some insights to the existing .. i-"",,,.. i-.....""
which does not take interactions and indirect effects into account
on wages
incomes
of age of
COI1S1<lenmg the
1994; LaLonde and Topel, 1992).
results have revealed a
number of mechanisms
an
to
returns to
Immigrants who arrive as youth clearly enjoy
human
who arrive as young
..
bau�:;at:Lon in the US is
....

..... ... ...·
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arriving
significant direct effect on standard of living, and also has positive
rI ....,o,,...,. effects through English language proficiency and educational
ethnic
has a strong direct effect on standard
attainment.
of living as well as positive indirect effects through English language
proficiency and educational attainment.
Taken as a whole, the results of this study indicate
both age of
and ethnic capital are important to immigrants, but that much of
their influence comes through interaction effects and indirect effects that
are not generally considered in the literature. To the extent that changes
policy can influence age of arrival and the national
in US
composition of the
population, the effects on Imlml��at1t
standard of living will be great.
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Austria

1.48

7

Czechoslovakia

1.26

12

France

1.56

no

.68

342

-1.37

61

Germany
Greece
Hungary
Italy

.39

5

-2.3

116

-.43

114

Portugal

-4.91

56

U.S.S.R.

1.03

59

United Kingdom

1.40

204

Yugoslavia

-1.45

39

Cambodia

-2.98

53

-.38

172
273

Poland

China
India

2.74

Iran

2.32

74

Japan

1.98

238

1.05

189

Korea
Laos
Lebanon
Philippines
Taiwan
Vietnam

-3.22

90

.96

48

.85

320

3.12

144

-.94

246

North and South America
Argentina

.15

45

Canada

.59

266

Colombia

-1.12

168

Cuba

-1.46

271

Dominican Republic

-2.92

149

Ecuador

-1.65

84

EI Salvador

-4.59

321

Guatemala

-3.97

137

Haiti

-1.98

117

Jamaica

-1.23

97

Mexico

-5.59

2,044

-1.47

Peru

89

-.21

46
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